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A new Berlin-based press reveals a progressive chapter in German 

cultural history largely unknown to English-language readers. 

INTRODUCING RIXDORF EDITIONS 

 

RIXDORF EDITIONS is a new Berlin-based press which is introducing forgotten German classics to a 

contemporary English-language readership. The first two titles from the press – Berlin’s Third Sex by 

Magnus Hirschfeld and The Guesthouse at the Sign of the Teetering Globe by Franziska zu Reventlow – are 

launching on 6 November 2017, with two further titles in spring 2018. All of them focus on the Wilhelmine 

period (1890-1918), a time of unexpected daring and innovation. 

Previously inaccessible to Anglophone readers, these writings reveal a progressive chapter in German 

cultural history where the 19th century meets the 20th, where reaction meets reform. Essays, reportage and 

other non-fiction titles often foretold a world surprisingly similar to our own. Advocates for female 

emancipation, sexual minorities, revolutionary lifestyle changes and utopian visions pursued their ideals with 

an energy and rigour to rival anything in the country’s fabled 1920s. Meanwhile, fiction writers defied 

censorship and a conservative official culture to expand the boundaries of form, style and subject matter in 

ways that can still appear radical to us now. 

The first two titles – one fiction, one reportage – exemplify the diversity of voices in this era. The Guesthouse 

at the Sign of the Teetering Globe by Franziska zu Reventlow, one of the most liberated women of her age, is 

a collection of short stories originally released at the height of the First World War. A blazingly original and 

compelling work, it diagnoses a world in feverish transition. Magnus Hirschfeld’s Berlin’s Third Sex, 

published in 1904, is a foundational text of sexual identity revealing a fantastically vital gay and lesbian 

subculture at the dawn of the 20th century, well in advance of the better-known Weimar era. These 

RIXDORF EDITIONS titles offer original translations paired with thoughtful commentary which puts the works 

and their creators in context, available in high-quality trade paperbacks with French flaps, and as e-books. 

The rediscovery of this fascinating, misunderstood era starts here.  

RIXDORF EDITIONS titles are distributed  

in the UK and Ireland by Central Books (centralbooks.com). 

http://www.centralbooks.com/

